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"Buffalo Bill's" - An Early
E. E. Cummings Manuscript
Rushworth M. Kidder

0

N PAGE 22 of The Dial for January 1920, E. E. Cummings
virtually inaugurated his career as a professional poet. Although he had published some two dozen poems in Harvard
periodicals during his student days, and although he had
made some reputation as a contributor to the 191 7 anthology entitled
Eight Harvard Poets, the seven pieces that appear in The Dial were of
another order. The most daring, and the one most singled out for
comment, is the now-famous "Buffalo Bill 's": 1

Buffalo Bill 's
defunct
who used to
ride a watersmooth-silver
and break onetwothreefourfive

stallion
pigeonsjustlikethat
Jesus

he was a handsome man
and what i want to know is
how do you like your blueeyed boy
Mister Death

Coming as it did in that first issue of the newly-reorganized journal which, under the direction of James Sibley "\Vatson and Scofield
Thayer, was embarking on its course as on~ of the most significant
literary and artistic magazines of the twentieth century - the poem
was bound to crystallize a certain amount of controversy. "\Ve are
due to wake up some (Stoopid)nth power people," Cummings exults
in a letter to his father (10 January 1920).
He has just reported that
"\Vatson's mother (a "High Church Episcopal - or is it something
else?" from Rochester) "raised such a cry over the 'Jesus' in Buffalo
'Tulips & Chimneys, ed. George
Cummings, 1923.
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Bill that J. S. [Watson] Junior arrived in New York the day after he
left it for Rochester! " 2 Cummings' def enders in the ensuing years
have now and again praised the poem's ironic tone, its dramatic characterization, its typographical form, and even its linguistic structure. 3 And
the piece has maintained its place among Cummings enthusiasts: as
early as 193 5 an audience of students at Bennington College greeted his
appearance at a reading by chanting the poem in unison. Its place toda:,
in scores of anthologies testifies to its stature as a locus communus of
modern poetry.
For all its popularity, little has been said about the provenance of the
poem. Recently, however, several manuscript pages from the Cummings Collection in Harvard's Houghton Library have come to light,
manuscripts which reveal in particular something about the origin of
2 Selected Letters of E. E. Cummings,
ed. F. W. Dupee and George Stade (New
York, 1969), p. 68.
• John Dos Passos early singled out the poem for praise in his review of Cummings'
work in The Dial (July 1922, pp. 97-102); the next year Gorham Munson, in the first
extended article on Cummings' poetry, quoted the last lines of the poem as an example of "freshness" and "novelty" (Secession, No. 5 rJulv 192 l. 2-11: the<" two
pieces are reprinted in S. V. Baum, ed., E'1,T/: e e c: E. E. Cummings and the Critio
[East Lansing, 1962], pp. 4-18). An explication of the poem, emphasizing the startling
effect of its tone, appeared in Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren's intlucnr1:il
Understanding Poetry (New York, 1938, pp. 296-298). By 1941, R. P. Blackmur, in
a review that somewhat modified his earlier condemnations of Cummings' work,
noted that in "Buffalo Bill 's" the poet had succeeded "famously" ("Twelve Poets,"
The Southern Review, VII: 1 [Summer 1941], 203; partially reprinted in Norman
Friedman, ed., E. E. Cummings: A Collection of Critical Essays [Englewood Cliff,,
1972], p. 76), Later critics of the poem have focused on its presentation of "the
language of jazz and middle-class Americans" (John Arthos, "The Poetry of E. F.
Cummings," American Literature, XIV [January 1943], 372'-390), its summarizing
of "nostalgia deflated by post-Versailles cynicism" (Louis J. Budd, "Cumming,'
'Buffalo Bill 's Defunct,'" The Explicator, XI [June 1953], item 55), its place as :t
poem so "notoriously hard to read aloud" that it requires a transcription into phonemic notation (Donald J. Lloyd and Harry R. Warfel, American English in iti
Cultural Setting [New York, 1956], p. 328), and its place in Cummings' collection
of dramatic characterizations of famous or obscure people (Bernard Benstock, "All
the World a Stage: The Elements of Drama in the Poetry of E. E. Cummings," in
Studies in American Literature, ed. Waldo McNeir and Leo B. Levy [Baton Rougl',
1960], pp. 112-113). Responding to a rather shallow reading of the poem in the:
Times Literary Supplement (25 March 1960), David Ray emphasizes, in an extended
commentary, the poem's place as "part of Cummings' broadside assault on sc\·nal
traditions, particularly that of our national sentimentality toward figures like Buffalo
Bill" ("The Irony of E. E. Cummings,'' College English, XXIII [January 1962],
282-290); his point is seconded by Earl J. Dias, "e. e. cummings And Buffalo Bill.'
The CEA Critic, XXIX:3 (December 1966), 6---7.
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rhis poem and in general something about Cummings' process of composition. 4 The first (Plate I) is nothing more than a sheet of letterhead
from P. F. Collier & Son, in whose offices Cummings was employed for
several months early in 1917. The sheet contains, among other things,
;1 brief penned list of authors and books that includes Blake, Tennyson,
Browning, The Mabinogion, Frank Thomas Bullen's The Cruise of the
"Cachelot," and a book he identifies as "Eddy - Cubists" - probably
Arthur Jerome Eddy's Cubists and Post-Impressionism (Chicago,
1914). An examination of Cummings' correspondence with his parents
makes it clear that these jottings are part of a list of things he meant
to have sent along to New York from the family home in Cambridge:
in a letter postmarked 8 January 191 7 he asks his mother to ship down,
along with "both my Harvard blankets," the "Eddy bk on painting"
:md several other books. 5 It would seem, then, that the manuscript dates
from about the time of the letter.
JVIostof the remaining pencil scrawls on this sheet bear witness to
Cummings' habit of noting down strange or useful ,vords he happened
upon in his reading. One such word- ''eleemosynary'' - suggests
rhat he filled the interstices of his somewhat idle davs at P. F. Collier
by reading Fielding: the word appears in the first sentence of Tom
I ones, and hardly anywhere else. At the very top of the sheet, however,
rhc letters "Buff" are ,vritten and crossed out; and in a large hand
rowards the bottom are scrawled the words "Buffalo Bill is Dead," with
rhe word "defunct" written in above the end of the sentence.
It is probably no accident that the date of this manuscript coincides
roughly with the date of William F. Cody's death on IO January 191 7.
The demise of the famous Indian-scout-turned-showman was reported
rhe next day in the New York papers. One of them, the Sun, carried a
two-column article under a bold headline beginning "BUFF ALO
BILL DEAD" - which, except for the verb, is just what Cummings
,,-rote down on the sheet of letterhead. So the poem may have begun
:1s a kind of elegy for a figure in whom Cummings recognized a significant blend of the hero and the charlatan, a figure whose image re-

.

' These manuscripts (Houghton Library bMS Am 1823.7 [21], sheets So and 120)
,ire © Nancy Andrews, 1976. The transcription in Plate II, while nearly complete,
misses several words which are indicated by lined-out x's (lines 5, 18, 35, and 36).
I .cttcrs which have been written over are placed in brackets and lined out (lines 1,
1 l, 39, and 43 ).
"Unpublished letter to Rebecca Haswell Cummings in the Houghton Library;
i:'J Nancy Andrews, 1976.
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fleeted something the poet felt was at the very pith of the American
character in the twentieth century. 6
If the manuscripts in the Cummings Collection yielded nothing more
than a date of origin and a consequent speculation on attitude, they
would not be uninteresting. Another sheet, however, provides what is
probably the first draft of the poem (Plates II and III) and gives us an
uncommon insight into the process of Cummings' composition. As is
the case with the Collier sheet, this one was also put to different uses
before Cummings worked out his poem on it. The several scrawls
across the top may be more vocabulary notes followed by another list
of needed items, including "madder lake," a pigment he used in his
painting. The sheet itself bears the faint marks of a sketch beneath the
writing, on which Cummings has in several places penciled in the words
"pink" and "blue - dull." In his usual fashion, Cummings worked
at this draft from the top to the bottom of the page, recopying heavily
revised passages and making some marginal notes to himself as he went. 7
The result is that the manuscript, not unlike a drill core whose successive layers are made to reveal stages of geologic development, takes us
back to the genesis of the poem and lets us follow its development.
A thoughtful study of this development tells us several things. It
makes clear, first, that Cummings' poem sprang less from unbridled
inspiration than from a reasonable amount of critical discrimination.
The manuscript contains quite a bit of material that does not appear in
the published version. The initial descriptive phrases outlining the
subject - his "long hair like reindeer moss streaming from the old
stone/ of his face," the horse and rider who would "glissando down the
• Years later Cummings looked into Henry Blackman Sell and Victor Weybright's Buffalo Bill and the Wild West (New York, 1955) and typed out in his
notes the following sentence describing Buffalo Bill: "Not to act naturally, buoyantly, generously, was to deny his basic nature" (p. 44; in manuscript bMS Arn
1823.7 [23], sheet 247). That Cummings fell upon this statement is not surprising:
he sometimes noted down from his readings (and frequently composed in his own
writings) comments about others which were in fact self-characterizations. Certainly by 1955 he would have had many occasions to recall and rehearse his early
poem, and perhaps the fame that had coalesced around it, and identified it so closely
with him, caused him to ponder similarities between himself and the character he
had created. Whether he did so in 1917 is a matter for nothing more firm than
speculation.
• The extent of Cummings' revisions is exemplified by Norman Friedman in an
analysis of the 175 pages of manuscript which went into the composition of one
nine-stanza poem: see E. E. Cummings: The Art of His Poetry (Baltimore, 1960 ), pp.
126-158.
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(hapy) shouting crowd as he passed," the pigeons ''.tossed by a Comanche brave," and the idea that death "had you always in his eye" were eventually deleted. The focus is finally to be on the man himself, and not merely on his features, the crowd, or the side-men in the
\ Vild \Vest Show. Like scaffolding, these ancillary ideas helped
Cummings erect his figure; they are not, however, integral to the final
construct, which reveals itself as a piece of marvelous economy.
\Nith the economizing came, second, a steady drive towards the mot
juste. "Dead," in the Collier manuscript, had already become "defunct." The "white horse" became a "smooth horse," a "smooth silver
stallion," and, in revisions beyond this manuscript, the uniquely appropriate "watersmooth-silver / stallion." The precision of "shoot" gave
way to the more evocative "break" and helped, with "defunct" instead of "dead," to open the way for interpretations of the poem less as
an elegy for the death of a man than as a comment on the breakdown
of an age. For a while the language compressed itself into informal colloquialism: the "is" in the first line collapsed into an apostrophe s, to
be matched by other contractions ("who'd," "how d'you") in the
draft. The latter two were ultimately restored to full forms - the
first in order, perhaps, to take advantage of the word "used," the second
to help set the less breathless and more questioning tone of the final
three lines.
Concurrent with the search for the proper word came, third, the
restless experimenting with rhythm and typography, with the "precision which creates movement" of which Cummings admitted he was so
''abnormally fond." 8 On one occasion it took the form of a systematizing of the structure. The series of dashes (Plate II, lines 8, 1 o, and
, 2) are counters for the syllables in these lines: Cummings apparently
entertained the idea of using syllabic verse and increasing subsequent
lines by one syllable apiece. To maintain the pattern of four-, five-,
md six-syllable lines, he even included (line 12) an extra a, perhaps
:is a marker to remind himself that he needed another word there. Such
ordering, which he used with some success in later published poems,
was abandoned here. The interest in marking rhythm by means of
typography, however, appears throughout the draft. Cummings wrote
out the opening lines of the poem four times in the manuscript (beginning in lines 1, 8, 1 o, and 1 6); in each case, although there are signifi""Foreword"

to is 51 in Complete Poems, 1913-1962 (New York, 1972), p. 223.
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cant word alterations, the variations in configuration suggest that he
was searching not so much for proper vocabulary as for appropriate
pattern. An example can be traced in the phrase which would eventually become "onenvothreefourfive pigeonsjustlikethat." Beginning
(line 2) as "one nvo three four five pidgens before they fell," the phrase
next becomes (line 14)
break
four

one
five

two

three

and finally (line 2 2)
break pidgens
one

two
three

four

five
tossed by
an indian

It appears that from the outset Cummings recognized the need to arrange this series of numbers in something other than a simple pros:·
sequence. But nothing in this draft prepares us for the way the series is,
in the published version, run together into one word. He hit upon thar
happy solution sometime later.
The fact that so much happened later - the fact that this manuscript stops short of the final form of the poem - tells us, fourth, that
the materials for the poem were by no means assembled in one place,
like lumber for a shed, before the construction was begun. The process
of composition evoked the content. Certain things included in the
draft disappeared from the finished piece; more significant, however,
is the fact that one of the central ideas of the finished piece - expressed
in the lines "Jesus/ he was a handsome man" - has no progenitors in
the draft. Interestingly enough, it may have its progenitor in the article from the New York Sun mentioned above. The writer of that
account used several descriptions which seem to have worked their ·wa:·
into these early versions. He recalled the "night in Madison Square
Garden when in his last appearance on horseback Col. Cody rode
around the arena with a style and flourish that none could hope to
imitate" - a passage which finds an echo in the attention Cummings
gives to the horse and in the line "glissando down the (hapy) shouting
crowd as he passed." The Sun article mentions Cody's "long silver:·
hair falling on his shoulders," a description similar in substance to Cum-
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mings' "with his long hair like reindeer moss streaming from the old
stone / of his face." Most significantly, however, the journalist noted
that Buffalo Bill was "handsome as a picture." 9 If Cummings drew the
word "handsome" from that article, he must have had with him either
the text or a clear recollection of it at some time after this initial manuscript was composed, for it does not appear in the draft. The word,
by its use as a kind of summary quality and by its placement in a sentence following an unusually large spacing between lines, bears a
peculiar emphasis. Given the wealth of details out of which one might
construct a portrait of Buffalo Bill, it is surely more than coincidental
that a poem of only some thirty-six words ( depending on how one
counts) should copy so closely the language of a single newspaper
article. 1° Cummings, it seems, was not only modeling the figure as an
image of current popular taste, but was molding it out of the very language that served such taste.
What, then, can the manuscript be made to say in a general way
about Cummings' poetry? Essentially, it gives us an insight into his
creative process: it helps us understand the particular blend of the
mundane and the poetic that informs his work. Cummings drew his
ideas, as other men do theirs, not out of thin and magic air but out of the
context of his daily experience. Unlike many, however, he discovered
in the context symbols of potentially penetrating significance. Seeing
that potential, he proceeded to craft a poem - not in a sudden blast of
vatic inspiration, nor in an offhand and cavalier flourish, but, like other
men, in a deliberate and step-by-step manner full of trial and error,
impulses and deletions. Knowing the nature of the sensation he wanted
to communicate, he sought, as we all do, words that best accounted for
his insights and feelings; and he discovered, as most of us will, that new
words and ideas, suggested by their associations with others already
formulated, deserved to be incorporated. True to his poetic individuality, however, he persisted in his search for the exact rhythm and the
perfect word, even into areas where the more conventional never think
to go. And true to his unique discernment, he made judgments most
would not trust themselves to make.
These points, in the face of tenacious suspicion concerning the creative process ( or lack of it) in modern arts, seem to need reaffirming.
"New York Sun, 11 January 1917, p. 4.
10 By comparison, the language of the obituary
article and editorial in The New
York Times for the same date bears little resemblance to the diction of the poem.
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A reviewer of Cummings' work once noted that "Junior could do better on his new typewriter, and he's only four, and hasn't learned to
type yet." 11 And as recently as 197 3 another announced that his
poems are the ,vorks of "the acrobat who sails with debonair ease over
the vertigoes of a verbal space nearly empty of content." 12 Such assessments arc perhaps based on a sense that Cummings' poems were something that happened all at once to the typewriter while the typist was
absent. Or perhaps they are founded on the idea that the growth of
an individual poem, for all its alterations and revisions, is one of change
without progress, of distinction without difference. Such is not the
case with "Buffalo Bill's." Here the process is laid out before us in the
manuscripts. On the one hand, these drafts give us the sense that
Cummings was, in the words of Paul and Barnabas, a man "of like passions with you" and no mysterious demigod. On the other hand, they
give us the sense that he was also, and supremely, a craftsman consciously directing his work towards economy and precision. Ultimately, they give us each a means to make better sense of a very fine
poem.
Quoted in Charles Norman, E. E. Cummings: The Magic-Maker, revised edition
(Indianapolis and New York, 1972), p. 239.
12 George Stade, review of Complete Poems, 1913-1962, in The New
York Times
Book Review, 22 July 1973, p. 18.
11
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